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This is the story of a perfectly
normal man, Carrick, whose world is
turned upside down by a near death
experience. As a perfectly normal
man, he is alienated, emotionally
closed down and self centred. He
drags himself through life unfulfilled
and disconnected in every possible
way. Just as normal as countless
other men, punching out the clock
of their lives. Then he dies.
Carrick dies and is brought back to life in the operating theatre; and
the life he returns to is not the life he knew before. Everything that he
has previously accepted as normal no longer works. He is reborn to a
world where all received habits, opinions, beliefs and actions seem
bizarre and ridiculous. One of his initial problems is that his
relationships with friends and family break down due to his inability to
filter what he says. Carrick tells people of the pain and confusion he
can see they experience, which of course makes people steer clear of
him.
Carrick is sent to a psychiatrist to cure him of this supposed mental
illness and initially the meetings are fraught with misunderstanding and
discomfort. The psychiatrist is busy trying to diagnose the problem and
Carrick is busy trying to defend himself against the psychiatrist's clumsy
intrusions. But slowly a relationship develops, where the psychiatrist
begins to understand that he is watching his patient piece together a
new life. "..I know why I am here. I know what I want to do. And I want
more than anything to do it. But it is being taken away from me."
"What is it you want?" "Nothing, to be free to be whatever I would like
to be. To not know a plan, and so always be at peace knowing that I will
never fail with nothing to achieve but living the best I can from
moment to moment.."
Carrick can no longer recognise certainty and sees that most
human beings need to artificially create certainty in order to cope with
living. That certainty might be religion or it might be science, it might
be democracy or it might be sport - any structure will do to stave off
truly experiencing life in all its wonder and connection.
So Carrick writes a manifesto: The Religion of Self-Enlightenment.
The manifesto explores the fragility and coercive control of beliefs
which create separation. And in its conclusion, the manifesto states:
"The idea of heaven is shown by the experiences of those who have
died and returned....A limitless state of love and light is experienced by
those returning from dead states...Their experiences are the best
evidence people have about life's purpose. The message from this
divine realm is to love one another and the wider world.."
This book is a classic of Near Death Experience literature and one
suspects that the author herself has gone through such an experience.
It is also a classic of spiritual emergence - how conventional reality
breaks down and one is confronted with the liberation of not knowing.
And how not knowing turns into being able to trust inner knowing and
thus begin to follow one's path.
The Religion of Self Enlightenment demonstrates that the world we
have constructed as modern human beings is built on extremely shaky
foundations of unconscious belief. And it for us to step out of those
restrictions and constrictions into a world of warmth, colour, intensity,
enjoyment and love.
Mike Jones
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A Glastonbury Romance
John Cowper Powys
John Cowper Powys is a mythical beast of an author, his books can
be hard to locate and harder to read. A Glastonbury Romance, written
80 years ago, is a monstrous 1200 page shapeshifter of a novel,
reflecting back to the reader their own interests and self deceits. And
the book changes shape upon each rereading. Reading it at pace for
this review, scandalously skipping pages and sub-plots with abandon,
I found it to be a comedy in the ritualised tradition of commedia delle
arte. In fact, I was so taken that I'm going to read the whole wretched
thing again slowly, when I have time. You have to find the time to read
JCP, preferably with a wind gusting fitfully around the eaves, at dusk
with the smell of mossy earth drifting in through an open window or
sitting in an armchair beside the early morning ashes of the previous
night's fire.
The first page of the novel is notorious and was described by one
critic as the Beechers Brook of English literature. I am quite sure there
are some of you out there who will have fallen at this infamous fence there is no shame in it. I first read A Glastonbury Romance at the age of
twenty, standing in a woodland camp near Stonehenge at summer
solstice, my sensible processes overwhelmingly disrupted by ingested
substances. A six year old girl called Rachel was dancing around in
circles singing "It will all be tomorrow in the morning" - an aptly
Powysian aphorism. I had never heard of Glastonbury before, was
unaware of the significance of the picture of the abbey ruins on the
front and certainly did not make it beyond the first paragraph.
I chanced upon the book again in a cold and joyful winter in midWales with suitable time on my hands. I found the book quite baffling.
The succeeding ten years saw me enslaved by Powys' improbable
literary charms and when I finally moved to Glastonbury, there was
little alternative but to read A Glastonbury Romance once more, this
time choosing to read the book over the course of the year described
in the book, enjoying the flowering of celandines and May Day sunlight
in both real and fictional life, walking the same streets and footpaths.
I found the book to be a mystical celebration of the presence of
Nature.
I chanced upon the book again, eight years later, whilst sitting
beside an open coffin in a house on top of Hillhead. I had time on my
hands. The first chapter concerns a funeral and features the thoughts
of the recently buried corpse. Powys specialised in evoking the present
moment, drawing together ambient, psychic and atmospheric
impressions to create lingering moments of altered consciousness. And
upon this reading I thought the book was all about the achievement of
ecstatic states through the repression and sublimation of sexual desire.
The novel offers a cavalcade of characters from all levels of
Glastonbury society and the level of characterisation is quite
extraordinary: no-one is allowed to pass by without revealing
something of themselves and how they relate to others. There is a
democratic revolution afoot in Glastonbury, a revolution composed of
anarchists, Marxists, mystics and atheists, or maybe just one of each,
who persuade the populace to turn over the old order of the town and
make Glastonbury into a centre of pilgrimage. Whatever next! And
although this might be the most consistent plot in the book, it is
possibly of the least consequence. If you are looking for conventional
plot development, you should look elsewhere.
Glastonbury is the largest character in the book which should make
sense to those of you who live here. The most extraordinary thing is
that Powys never did live here, indeed wrote the book in America, yet
he knew Glastonbury. Not just the streets, not just the countryside, but
that presence with which we all live, that presence which affects us in
our waking, dreaming and sleeping, the presence that draws people
here and throws them out. The presence that inspires and repulses,
excites and deflates, the roller coaster and the steam roller. "Through
all the stammerings of strange tongues and murmurings of obscure
invocations she still upholds her cause; the cause of the unseen against
the seen, of the weak against the strong, of that which is not, and yet
is, against that which is, and yet is not."
Mike Jones

